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Months Related Topics: Business and Government Relations Related Topics: Agreements Related Topics: International Trade Related Topics: International Business Related Topics: Public Policy Related Topics: Environmental Related Topics: Globalization Source: Harvard Business School Special Value: FALSE Subcategory: Global Business Theme:
Global Business SubjectList: Business International Business, Public Policy, Environmental Protection, Globalization Format Type Filter: Hardcover/ Hardcopy (BWH) Type Filter: PDF Item: #794018 Pages : 21 Publish Date: September 15, 1993 Publish Date: September 15, 1993 Source: Harvard Business School In the 1990s, environmental activists first
became interested in trade issues. While GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, was formerly a province of trade experts, a new poster popular with environmentalists depicted the monster GATTzilla devouring land, dolphins and democratic institutions. This case describes the conflict between environmental and trade values, as manifested in
various multilateral institutions and treaties: GATT, especially after its controversial decision under the United States Dolphin Protection Act; NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement, for which environmental issues have become an unexpected stumbling block; The European Community, as it tries to harmonize the provisions of the members; and
multilateral treaties, such as CITES (the Convention on Trade in Endangered Species), the Montreal Protocol on Ozone-depleting Substances and attempts to protect tropical timber. Related topics: Newsletter Promo Summary and excerpts from recent books, special offers, and more from the Harvard Business Press Review. Blend Images - REB
Images/Brand X Pictures/Getty Images The term global environment refers to the Earth's environment as a whole. Many environmental problems mainly affect local and national areas. Others are dealing with the problems faced by the entire planet. Many aspects of local ecosystems are self-sustaining. However, global environmental factors have a broad
impact on regions around the world. If the temperature on the planet rises significantly, it affects ecosystems around the world. The notion of a global environment is related to how connected distant regions and how events in one region affect everyone. While the most attention is paid to human factors, there are also a number of natural factors. Volcanic
eruptions, for can affect the entire planet. Many environmental problems relate to local problems faced by countries and small communities. Particulate pollution, for example, tends to affect the metropolitan area, but does not spread further. Particles in Chinese cities affect only people living near factories and power plants. Carbon dioxide produced by these
plants and plants, however, has a worldwide effect. Carbon dioxide is spreading throughout the atmosphere, and warming produced by carbon dioxide affects places around the world. People often neglect the impact of ground action on the oceans. However, if the Gulf Stream or other ocean water flows are disrupted, the consequences will be profound.
Spruce Pets uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using pets, you accept our use of cookies. Spruce Pets uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using pets, you accept our use of cookies. Get the latest news on the climate crisis, pollution, natural disasters, conservation efforts, and more environmental news. Coal is
cheap. Or so the coal lobby would like you to believe. Electricity produced in coal-fired power plants can indeed cost less on utility bills, but only because the true cost of fuel is not added to the total. For a start, there are many costs, both direct and indirect, associated with getting it out of the land. Entire mountains are torn down, valleys between filled with
rubble to get to the coal seams. Dozens of people are losing their lives around the world in cramped dark tunnels miles underground in pursuit of coal and endless lines of diesel trains puffing smoke to carry it into the industry. Then there are the costs that come from burning it to create electricity. Smoke pours from power plants, CO2 and other harmful
pollutants to create all kinds of environmental chaos in our atmosphere, and as we recently saw in Harriman, Tennessee, huge ponds of coal ash sludge sometimes burst their banks and pollute entire river systems and communities. Coal is cheap because utility companies don't have to pay for things like reliable curbing coal ash. Instead of paying for proper
removal in composite lined landfills, they accumulate ash in open air suspension ponds - open suspension ponds that once failed. Utilities companies have been able to get away with this, in part because they have been extremely friendly administration-making regulations for the past 8 years. It ended on Tuesday. It is likely that over the next two Obama
terms we will see the external costs of fossil fuels made domestically. This means that will be more expensive to dig, burn and recycle, making renewable energy more competitive based on price. Eventually coal will be literally pushed out of the market - you won't be able to make money with it. A great place to start down this road would be utility companies
to stop evading their duties and start processing their coal ash properly. Destination Earth put together a great video after a trip to the TVA Kingston Fossil Plant near Harriman, Tennessee. Click and watch it, it's a great five minutes. Minutes. internal environment and external environment of business. internal environment and external environment difference.
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